
KALA RIGS: THE OPPORTUNITY
INTRODUCTION

Kala’s ITO ended March 15, 2018 with over 814 million Kala sold, earning an impressive $8.5 million 
among 6,400 purchasers. The cryptocurrency space is constantly evolving, and the last six months have 
seen several key changes. In order to make Kala a power player in these shifting conditions, the Kala 
Advisory team has strategically chosen to move Kala from an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain 
to a blockchain built as a fork of Bitcoin. After conducting extensive research and consulting some of the 
world’s best technology, legal, and business advisors, we are excited to take this innovative step, which 
opens a wealth of new opportunities for the Kala community, Symatri’s partners, and cryptocurrency 
enthusiasts.

The underlying utility aspect of Kala remains the same: users will be able to earn Kala through 
completing simple activities like taking surveys or downloading apps in the CORE platform, and then 
redeem Kala for goods and services in the online Reach marketplace. But in building a Kala blockchain, 
two additional levels of value have been added: 1) the opportunity to mine Kala through mining 
hardware and 2) the decentralized, distributed network itself becomes an asset that can be leveraged 
for future endeavors as blockchain gains even more use and adoption across multiple industries.  

Moving to its own blockchain not only increases Kala’s intrinsic value, it also adds stability and 
protection in the regulatory and legal arenas, and eliminates some roadblocks to being accepted on 
cryptocurrency exchanges.  Symatri understands that these increased benefits and added value make 
Kala a more appealing cryptocurrency and is rewarding early Kala supporters by offering them exclusive 
rights in a private mining phase before the blockchain and currency becomes available to the general 
public. 

This document will outline in more detail the benefits, strategy, and unparalleled opportunity that Kala 
now offers to members of Nui Social.  
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BENEFITS OF MOVING FROM AN ERC20 TOKEN

There are several benefits to building Kala on a Bitcoin fork rather than as a token on the Ethereum 
blockchain. Individually, they are all sound reasons; combined, they make Kala even more valuable and 
attractive to government entities, the Kala community, crypto enthusiasts, and future business partners. 

INCREASED SECURITY & PROTECTION WITH THE SEC

Beginning in 2017, the cryptocurrency market has been under intense scrutiny from many 
governments, most notably from the SEC in the United States.  The SEC has been taking steps toward 
defining which ICOs and cryptocurrency tokens should be considered securities, thus requiring security 
regulation. Due to its simple design build, several ERC20 tokens are currently under investigation and 
are expected by many to receive regulatory or legal action. Moving from an ERC20 token to a unique 
blockchain establishes Kala’s utility and value as cryptocurrency, not a security, and solidly places Kala in 
compliance with SEC guidelines.

INCREASED VALIDITY & OPPORTUNITY WITHIN CRYPTO EXCHANGES

In response to SEC involvement, many cryptocurrency exchanges have adjusted or are in the process of 
adjusting the requirements coins/tokens must meet to be listed on their exchange. Several ERC20 
tokens have recently been pulled off the world’s top exchanges. Since Kala will no longer be an ERC20 
token, it is more appealing, making the path to being accepted that much easier. When Kala is accepted 
on one or more exchanges, the value of the currency can truly take off.

MORE FAVORABLE STRUCTURE DECENTRALIZATION THROUGH PROOF OF WORK

As the first cryptocurrency and the catalyst for the whole blockchain revolution, one of Bitcoin’s primary 
purposes is to be decentralized and trustless. This is supported by the Proof of Work mining method, 
which confers rewards in the form of the coin being mined to those who solve complex computational 
algorithms that verify transactions. Anyone is able to participate and mine.

Ethereum announced their plans to move from Proof of Work to a Proof of Stake system, which 
bestows awards to miners based on how much stake, or ownership, they have in Ethereum. The 
concern is that it concentrates control based on how much a person currently owns. Therefore, Proof of 
Stake gives more to the “haves” and cuts out those who have less. When the power in the system 
moves toward a select group who already have more than others, that undercuts the whole idea of 
decentralization.

Kala believes in the power of decentralization and the opportunity that it offers for everyone who 
wishes to participate, rather than select groups. In that way, Proof of Work is a better fit. In addition, this 
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further protects the interests of Kala owners, since the currency cannot easily be taken over by powerful 
entities. 

INCREASED USER BUY-IN & OWNERSHIP

Having its own blockchain gives Kala users the ability to directly support and build the Kala ecosystem 
through mining or installing the blockchain on their own hardware. The community, therefore, has a    
personal impact on the strength of the network and directly affects the Kala ecosystem. The network  
itself becomes just as valuable as the token. Every member increases the strength of the network and in 
turn, drives Kala’s success. In the true spirit of decentralization, the network then belongs to the         
community. It also creates a network that is independent from Symatri, putting the power into the 
hands of our valued Kala community.

GREATER SIMPLICITY BY TAPPING AN EXISTING FRAMEWORK

Since Bitcoin has been around for almost 10 years, there are hundreds of supporting tools already       
developed and in use. Moving to a fork of Bitcoin increases the ease of adoption across multiple         
platforms, such as wallets and exchanges, which are already set up for bitcoin and its forks. These traits 
spur adoption and increase the value of the currency. 

BUILDING THE KALA NETWORK

Symatri recognizes that Nui Social is uniquely positioned in the marketplace, with thousands of        
members around the world. The size of Nui’s user base, global demographics, and business
partnerships create a distinctive community that is already conducive to building a decentralized,         
distributed network. 

Symatri has partnered with Nui Social to begin building the Kala network privately with their existing 
community already in place. In this way the network will be protected in the first stages when it would 
be most vulnerable to hijacking from competitors. Most importantly, Symatri can offer the greatest      
rewards to those who support the Kala vision. Then, when the Kala blockchain goes public, it will        
already be built on an existing strong, secure, and distributed network foundation. 

The network will be built in phases, allowing different groups to participate in a tiered private rollout. 
The blockchain and mining will be kept exclusively to the Nui Social community, the Kala community, 
and Symatri partners until reaching a certain network hash power threshold. At that time, Symatri will 
complete preparations to get on exchanges, finish Kala integration within the Symatri ecosystem, and 
publish the blockchain code base. Once the blockchain is public, anyone can become a node or mine 
Kala.
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Hash Power Threshold

After extensive research and consulting with experts, Kala’s Advisory Team decided to build the Kala 
network privately until reaching a 40 PH/s threshold. A 40 PH threshold (comprised of 10,000 mining 
rigs of 4 TH each) would place the network in the same neighborhood as the top 10 cryptocurrencies, 
and would set up Kala as a very real contender in the space. 

Since the cryptocurrency arena does change rapidly, the advisory team will continue to monitor and 
strategize during the network building phases, and may choose to adjust the threshold. Those who    
participate early will still enjoy the biggest rewards, regardless of the final hash power threshold. 

FUTURE NETWORK OPPORTUNITIES

When the Kala network reaches a threshold 40 PH/s with 10,000 distributed, decentralized rigs, it will 
be one of the largest and strongest blockchain networks with true decentralization. Right now, it can be 
argued that large mining pools actually control the networks they mine. It can be intimidating and diffi-
cult for smaller companies or cryptocurrencies to compete for mining hash power on these large      
blockchain networks. And once they do get on, there is the very real possibility that the controlling     
mining pools and entities could end up taking over them as well. Because of this, the demand for         
alternatives is growing. Our network can be leveraged for others to build on, which would offer many of 
these smaller newcomers a safer, more secure option. Those already in our network would be              
positioned to benefit from such partnerships.

Blockchain technology is quickly becoming a revolutionary force within today’s business world, and this 
is just the beginning. Industries like banks and financial institutions, retail, health care, humanitarian    
initiatives, real estate, and more are already looking at implementing blockchain solutions. All those    
business applications need to be built on a network, and many companies would prefer to use an        
existing one instead of creating their own. It is essentially a race to build the infrastructure (the net-
works) for all these future applications. This opens incredible opportunities for our network to partner 
with others to build their technologies on our network—and for our users to benefit.

KALA MINING RIGS

Symatri has been negotiating and forming partnerships to acquire hardware that is currently in high   
demand and difficult to find. These exclusive and easy-to-use mining rigs will ship pre-configured to 
mine Kala, and will only take a few easy steps to set up. Unlike the process with mining other coins, 
there is no research, ordering and waiting for parts, or assembling and configuring required. 
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More Details

• Exclusive Kala rigs will only be available for purchase through Nui Social and limited Symatri
.......................partners.

• Kala rigs will be the only way to mine Kala until the blockchain goes public.

• Kala rigs are built on the SHA-256 algorithm.

• Each rig produces 4 TH/s. This limit allows for even further decentralization and distribution
.......................width.

SALE DETAILS

Symatri is offering these rigs to the Nui Social and Kala communities at exclusive, highly discounted 
prices, beginning with a pre-sale before the Kala blockchain is built. The general public will pay up to 
double the price. In this way they can offer great rewards to supporters as they become part of the 
growing network.  

Pre-sales will first be opened to select partners. Second, Kala rigs will be opened to a group of             
individuals who have already indicated their interest and intention to participate. Then it will open to the 
general membership of Nui Social and the Kala community. After these groups have access, we will 
evaluate where we stand and open the sale of Kala rigs to the crypto community in general—through a 
Nui Social portal. 

Pre-sales will only last until the Kala blockchain is built and launched. Pre-sale purchases will be 
shipped out before mining begins, so they can be ready to mine from the very start. We will continue to 
sell and distribute rigs after Kala’s blockchain has launched.

The Kala rig sale is divided by groups. Once one group is sold we will move into the next group. NOTE: 
These are the exclusive, discounted prices. Public pricing will be double for each group.

• Group 1: 750 rigs @ $3,500

• Group 2: 1,250 rigs @ price TBD

• Group 3: 1,750 rigs @ price TBD

• Group 4: 2,250 rigs @ price TBD

• Group 5: 2,750 rigs @ price TBD

• Group 6: 3,250 rigs @ price TBD 

NOTE: For Group 1 there is no limit on the number of Kala rigs that can be purchased per individual. 
Household limits may be applied to Groups 2-6.
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REWARDS FOR BEING THE FIRST TO MINE KALA

MINING REWARDS

Kala will be released throughout its network according to a controlled supply strategy, similar to  
Bitcoin. This means that Kala will have a finite number of lifetime coins that are issued on a set 
schedule. The total number of Kala released will be 18 billion. Half of that will be distributed in the 
first four years, then the number will halve every four years after. 

For example, this is how the first 12 years of mining would look, with 16 billion Kala created:

Years 1-4: 9 Billion Kala (50% of Lifetime Amount)

Years 5-8: 4.5 Billion Kala (25% of Lifetime Amount) 

Years 9-12: 2.25 Billion Kala (12.5% of Lifetime Amount)

As seen above, the largest mining rewards go to the people 
who begin mining in the first four years of Kala’s lifespan.

DIVING DEEPER INTO KALA’S FIRST YEAR OF MINING

• 2.25 billion Kala each year

• 187.5 million Kala each month

• Approx. 6.16 million Kala per day

The number of Kala being created will be split between all the rigs actively mining Kala each day, 
which means those who are first to mine could earn thousands of Kala every day they mine it.

To give a better idea of the opportunity being offered through the Kala rig pre-sale, look at the      
following example:

If you were to purchase a rig in Group 1 for $3,500, assuming all Group 1 rigs were sold and began 
mining on Day 1, you would receive 250,000 Kala in the first month. At a Kala value of $.02 then 
that would be the equivalent of $5,000 in Kala mined in the Month 1 alone. 

If all the other groups sell out a month at a time, you could earn app. $10,000 in mined Kala (at 
$.02) within 10 months. And that’s if Kala remains at $.02 once it hits the exchange. If the value  
increases, all that Kala you’ve mined will be worth even more.
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NETWORK OPPORTUNITY REWARDS

Once the network is in place, there are incredible opportunities for partnerships with businesses and 
other cryptocurrencies. As a further reward for being one of the first to participate in building the         
network for Kala, these new opportunities will be offered to network members in the order in which 
they purchased Kala rigs. Those who purchased in Group 1 will be invited to participate in new            
opportunities first, Group 2 second, and so on. 

FUTURE NETWORK GROWTH

This initial push to jump start the building of the Kala network will be open to members of Nui Social 
and the Kala community, followed by a public phase. After these first sales, Symatri will continue to 
grow the network, but purchasing of Kala rigs will be limited. Symatri and Nui Social have strategized to 
involve invested people to further the vision of the network. Nui will be structuring their memberships to 
include a blockchain education component. Each membership level will offer education: beginner,        
intermediate, and advanced. Future rigs will only be available after this initial sale to Nui members who 
belong to the top membership level and have completed the advanced education. In this way they can 
be knowledgeable ambassadors for Kala and the network as partnerships with ICO/cryptocurrencies 
and businesses will be formed. 

CONCLUSION

Symatri is committed to making Kala a power player in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space in more 
than one way. To begin, they are building a strong, decentralized network first with Nui Social and the 
Kala community through a private Kala rig sale and mining phase. During this private mining phase, the 
only way to access the blockchain and mine Kala is through these exclusive mining rigs. When the  
blockchain goes public, they anticipate explosive growth, which also means that all Kala being mined 
will be split between even more and more miners. 

As Nui and Symatri reach our goals for a strong, secure, decentralized, and distributed network, we lay 
the groundwork for future opportunities as blockchain technology and applications grow and spread. 
This adds an extra layer of value to Kala on top of its utility function. All combine for a unique
opportunity for early adopters. 

Nui Members have a place at the front of the starting line. We hope you can see the exciting future and 
invite you to be part of it.
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HOW TO ORDER

With so many benefits and doors being opened to you, don’t miss out on this exclusive mining             
opportunity. For more information about our innovative Kala rigs or to be one of the first to purchase a 
rig, please email the following information to kalarigs@symatri.com:

• Name

• Phone Number

• Email address

• Street address

• City, state, zip code, country

• Nui ID:

• Power type (120V or 240V)

• Number of rigs you wish to purchase
*For a limited time, there is NO LIMIT to the number of rigs you can purchase

• Payment Method--We currently accept wire transfers or payments in BTC or 
LTC.  

After receiving your email request, a Kala representative will reply via email with payment instructions 
for the method you requested. You can expect to receive a response within 1-2 business days. If          
purchasing with a cryptocurrency, please make sure to specify BTC or LTC. Once your payment is       
verified, your Kala rig purchase is complete and you will receive a receipt, instructions for hosting a rig, 
and notice of the shipment schedule. Rig prices include shipping costs for both U.S. and international 
purchases.
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